WalkSafe Safety Catchphrases

A catchy phrase or tune, or a bright graphic is sometimes the best trick to help employees remember safety tips. Following are a few examples of catchphrases and graphics that you can use in materials to get your employees to focus on avoiding slips, trips and falls this winter, and all year round.

- When it's slick, slow and steady does the trick.
- When Walkways Freeze, Walk Safely Please.
- Think Twice Before Walking on Ice.
- Slipping on Ice, Isn't Nice.
- On the ice you can slip, and need a hospital trip.
- Safety is “snow” joke... WalkSafe on snow and ice.
- When there is snow, take it slow! Walk like a penguin.
- Walk like a penguin to prevent slips and falls this winter.
- Don’t FALL this WINTER...wear safe footwear!
- Check your shoes and don’t let your day slip away.
- Business Stalls If You Slip and Fall.
- Wipe Up to avoid a Slip Up.
- To avoid a scene, keep your workplace clean.
- When walking up stairs use the rail, or you will fail to stay on your own two feet.
- Slip, Trip and Fall are “four letter” words.
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Our safety evaluations, reports and recommendations are made solely to assist your organization in reducing hazards and the potential of hazards and accidents. These recommendations were developed from conditions observed and information provided at the time of our visit. They do not attempt to identify every possible loss potential, hazard or risk, nor do they guarantee that workplace accidents will be prevented. These safety evaluations, reports and recommendations are not a substitute for ongoing, well-researched internal safety and risk management programs. This report does not warrant that the property inspected and its operations are compliant with any law, rule or regulation.
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